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Board Meeting notes 24th May 2021

COURSE SUB COMMITTEE…Where do we source our irrigation water?
From the Captain…bookings & tee times, pennants, etc
WORD FROM THE GIRLS…pennants, etc
RULE of the month…Dowski apologises, new rope barriers
Pick the Player Competition (see inside and enter)
The Caddy…“St. Andrews & The Old Course Hotel”
SOCIAL EVENTS … Texas Hold’em Poker Night Saturday28th August

A NOTE FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT

With the President off caravanning around warmer climes and playing in the Queensland Outback
Masters Golf, it falls to me to keep members up to date.
Members can now see the progress being made on the new Course entry / carts compound.
This project has suffered many stops and starts with problems such as tree roots, contractor
availability and weather affecting it, but it will clearly be an enhancement to the club when
completed.
There are some more changes which will occur to the carparking area, after contractors have
completed repairs to the asphalt. The current disabled parking area will be moved nearer the front
doors and that vacated area will be linemarked to add to available carparks.
While the club was not successful with an application for a government grant, we are discussing
plans to upgrade the dining area toilets in the short term. On the course, the redevelopment
of the 10th hole, following the completion of the insurance work, will greatly improve the view
across the course from the roadway.
The club continues to enjoy strong membership growth with eleven new members accepted at
the May Board meeting and a further 14 already nominated for consideration at the June meeting.
Sponsorship and Golf Operations are contributing strongly to the club’s finances, and Payton is
developing plans to improve Hospitality. A great new Winter Menu is in place and Members are
encouraged to pop down for a meal in front of the fire.

Main Club Sponsor…

A NOTE FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT…(continued)
Members should be aware that the following Board positions are up for election at this
year’s AGM: President, Chair of Finance, Chair of Course and Chair of Golf Operations.
Under the new Constitution any playing member is eligible to stand for these positions, and all
playing members will have one vote at any election, which would be conducted in the weeks prior
to the AGM. Details are available from the Manager. A good way to start getting involved in
leadership of the club is by nominating for one of the Committees. Do this by either speaking to
the Chair of a Committee or the Manager.
Finally, with the Chairman away, the number of members interested in Port Adelaide is reduced by
a third so I will not comment on their recent loss, but I must mention the terrific win for the NSW
Blues!
Enjoy your game

Greg Kemp…Vice President and Chair of Finance

From the Manager’s Desk………………Peter Kennedy
MEMBER BOOKINGS
As member numbers grow and daylight reduces, it places more pressure on booking
times. Analysis of data from a recent seven week period identified that, on average, 16 players
cancel on the Saturday game day.
We all know anyone can wake up unwell (self-inflicted or otherwise) and need to cancel on
occasion, but we should all be aware of our responsibility to ring in as soon as possible and cancel
our booking.
Unfortunately only 6 members on average, from the 16 cancellations, actually do this. Another 6
on average are deleted by their playing partners when checking in, and 4 players on average just
fail to show for their game without any advice.
Unfortunately these 7 weeks of records also show there were 13 individual members with 2 game
day cancellations, 5 individuals with 3 cancellations, and 1 member with 4 cancellations - out of
seven games.
These actions inconvenience other members and result in some games of two going out in the
middle of the Saturday field. Most members do the right thing and cancel as soon as they know
they cannot play, and this is the best thing for the Club and for your fellow members.

Private cart/scooter agreement
Members who own and use private golf carts and scooters are asked to sign the club’s
new user agreement and conditions, available from the policies section of the member’s
website, or from the office. With new members with carts joining the club and new carts being
purchased by current members the Board has instigated the agreement and conditions to control
their use going forward.
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A letter of thanks from Blind Golf SA regarding the ongoing assistance being given to them
by The Vines
The new bore water licence confirmed at 74 megalitres per annum
An update on the nearing completion works for the 10th with upgraded pumps to be
installed
The trial of bunker rake holders has been successful and will be rolled out across the rest of
the course. A new local rule will be introduced to accommodate their introduction.
Some clubs are not providing food for pennant teams after hosting their round and the
club’s position going forward was discussed
New sponsors are being introduced and members should see signage appearing
The subcommittee regarding the irrigation system upgrade has met and is moving forward
to ensure that the project is ready to go if a government grant becomes available at any
time.
There will be an upgrade to the electrical board at the 10th to ensure maximum advantage
can be taken when stormwater is available.
To comply with regulations a new CCTV policy was adopted
A recent audit of the club’s Hospitality operations was conducted as part of the club
membership of Clubs SA, which enabled some items to be corrected
The donation from Paul Gregory (ARM Security) towards the irrigation system upgrade was
noted and Paul is to be thanked by all of the club for his generosity in starting fundraising.
The club is exploring the possibility of a Legends Pro-Am in March 2022

George & Ainsley

COURSE SUB COMMITTEE…from Peter Shaw (Chair…Course)

Where do we source our irrigation water? There are many new members to the club, who
would not be aware of the Club’s water harvesting system we use to store water for irrigation
during the summer months. Over many years a group of hardworking and very clever individuals
have built an amazing system for the benefit of all members.
There are three components to our irrigation system – harvesting, storage and distribution. Over
the next 3 Grapevines I will give you a general overview of these.
HARVESTING. Perhaps the most ingenious part of the whole system. We harvest stormwater
from two main sources. Our main collection point is at Ernest Crescent. If you travel down
Reynell Road from the Club, Ernest Crescent is the first street on
the right, which then passes over the Field River. At that point,
on the left hand side, you can see a green power/electronics
cabinet (see picture), and an underground cement bunker
containing a pump that sources water from a pond a few metres
away. The club built the pond with the assistance of the
Onkaparinga Council. The infrastructure at this site was recently
upgraded to the highest possible specifications to enable us to
pump large amounts of water (up to 45 litres a second) while
using as little electricity as possible. From there water is pumped
underground approximately 700 metres to the tank on the 10th
Hole. Well it will be when the tank is fully repaired. At the
moment we are pumping directly from Ernest Crescent to our top dam next to the 6th hole, but at
a reduced rate of 35 litres a second.
When it rains, we harvest as much stormwater as possible from the Field River. When this flow
reduces, and water levels starts falling, we access a backup supply from the drain that flows
around the Happy Valley Reservoir that collects stormwater from the surrounding suburbs. The
Catch Drain, as it is known, is visible when you travel along Chandlers Hill Road and Happy
Valley Drive. We have a formal agreement with SA Water to access water from this site. Just
inside the fence that surrounds the reservoir on Chandlers Hill Road, we have installed 2 pumps
and a pipeline that runs under the road, with water entering the stormwater system that flows to
the Field River. This raises the level of our pond at Ernest Crescent so we can pump longer. The
Club has recently installed a system that allows the Ernest Crescent site and the Catch Drain to
communicate, allowing this process to occur automatically. This communication system also allows
our ground staff to see what is going on at each site on their mobile phones any time of the day
or night. They also receive alarm notifications if there is a problem in the system and are able to
interrogate and reset the system from their phones.
When repairs to the 10th hole tank are completed over the next few weeks, this site will also have
the same communication capabilities as the other sites. When landscaping has been completed,
the only infrastructure visible will be the power/electronics cabinet (picture above), with the tank
underground. The pump, to be located inside the tank, will be able to match Ernest Crescents flow
of 45 litre per second.
If you have any questions, please let me know.

Next Grapevine – Storage.

Closure of the 2nd green to allow for drainage work, as announced in the previous
Grapevine, will no longer occur. During initial preparation by ground staff an existing old
forgotten and blocked drainage system was discovered. This is now in the process of being
cleared out and recommissioned.
The Course Sub-Committee is looking for your feedback on any issue any time that relates
to the Course. Have a question, a suggestion or criticism, please write to
feedback@vinesgolfclub.com.au. Any correspondence will be treated confidentially.

From the Captain…………………….Mick Gibbie
Bookings and tee times squeeze.

With less daylight at this time of year, and less tee times, there is a squeeze on when members
are booking their rounds.
To help with this we will be immediately adding 4 extra groups in the afternoon field on Saturdays.
It will mean there is less of a gap between our morning and afternoon fields and will only work IF
everyone is wary of their pace of play. If we don’t do the right thing the last groups won’t be able
to finish their round due to darkness.
Hopefully this will relieve a bit of pressure.
Points to remember.
 No one will miss out on a game if they are a little flexible in whom they play with and at
what time.
 We have virtually eliminated slow play, with our 8 minute gaps being a major factor.
Therefore we will not be reducing these times. This would only create another problem.
(Members suggesting this have short memories)
 The USGA and R & A recommend 10 minutes between groups!
 ALL members of our club are equal and have the same rights and the Board will not be
introducing any measures that would change this.
 With our random draw booking system ALL members have an equal chance of getting the
time they want.
 Only book in members who are definitely playing and cancel your booking as soon as
possible if you are not playing. (We are monitoring this so don’t be offended if you get an
email reminding you of your responsibilities)
 This is temporary! The days will soon begin to get longer and this problem will be resolved.

Monthly Medal Winners

Our Bonnar Cup manager, Pete Redden showed his team the way to play with a super nett 66 to
win this month’s medal. Steve McInerney was second, and won C Grade, with 67 and Brad
Campbell’s 69 won him A Grade.
Nifty Neville Graham won the Mid Week Medal with nett 69 on a countback from Peter Cooke.
Pete’s 6 under par, nett 69, off plus 4 handicap just wasn’t good enough!

Pennant Season

Both our Simpson and Bonnar Cup teams are in second place with two rounds remaining. A good
position but both will need another win to ensure they make the finals.
Our Junior Div 2 side are only half a point out of the top four so still have a good chance to make
the top 4 which would be an excellent performance with a very young team.
Our Ladies A4 side are looking good and are sitting on top of the ladder.
Check our website for detailed updates each week.
The Vines pennant teams are sponsored by Flinders Private Hospital.

Rake Holders

The rake holders are movable obstructions and relief may be taken under the rules of golf.
Good to see most members are using the holders correctly but I am astonished to sometimes see
the rakes are left next to the holders and not put back properly!

The Gold Medal

The Gold Medal is the monthly medal winner’s event and last week I had the pleasure of
presenting the trophy to Brad Virgo who had won this event with a brilliant 67 nett early this year.
Well done to him and all you have to do to have an opportunity to have your name next to Brad’s
on this trophy is win one of remaining medal events in 2021!
All the best

WORD FROM THE GIRLS …from Lyn Cummings (Chair…Women’s Golf)

The A4 Pennant, Cleek 1 and Hickory teams have 1 more match before finals are played.
A4 are sitting on top of the ladder with 4 wins and a halved match and will be playing in the finals
at the end of the month.
Cleek have halved 2 matches and must win against Thaxted Park at their course to ensure we
remain in Cleek 1 next year. The highlight for this team was when Deb Dudson had a hole in 1 on
the 8th hole at Blackwood. Congratulations Deb.
LATE NEWS: The Vines defeated Thaxted Park 4 & 1.
The Hickory side have played 3 matches with 1 win, 1 loss and 1 draw with 1 more match to be
played.
Good Luck to all members of these teams for the remainder of the season.
May Week saw 28 playing members travel to Goolwa with some good results highlighted with Liz
McHugh having 43 points on the Wednesday and finishing equal 2nd overall but losing on a
countback.
Mary O’Hagan was Runner Up in the Gross on the 2nd day. With only a few playing foursomes on
the Friday it was Les Shaw and Bonnie Lowe-Young flying the flag with a 69 nett in 3rd place.
The Women’s Committee are having a ‘Movie Day’ fundraising event on Friday 25th June.
The movie is DREAM HORSE at the Capri Theatre on Goodwood Road, with morning tea 10.00am
and the movie starting at 11.00am. Tickets need to be purchased prior to the day and can be paid
(Cash Only) and collected from Julie in the office. Get a group together and enjoy an Australian
produced film.

HOLE IN ONE…

Saturday 22nd May, 3rd
hole…Congratulations to Sush
Prakash
Monday 17th May, 8th hole
at Blackwood while playing
Cleek 1 Pennants.
Congratulations to Deb
Dudson

Saturday 12th of June, 14th
Hole…
Well done Ben Cotter

RULE of the month…explanation
…from John Ward

Lew challenges Dowski’s decision

As reported in the previous issue of the Grapevine Lew was penalised by Dowski four penalty
shots for breaking branches of a bush whilst playing his ball twice from the bush. This was an
incorrect ruling.
Fortunately, before Lew signed his scorecard and handed it in, he challenged Dowski and disputed
the interpretation of the rule relating to breaking branches of trees or bushes, and after consulting
the Rule Book, they both agreed that Lew should only have been penalised if he had deliberately
broken the branches (prior to playing his shots).
If Lew had broken branches prior to playing each stroke, penalties apply. This action would have
allowed him not to have interference within the area of his intended stance or the area of his
intended swing.
Because he broke branches during the completion of each stroke, there would not be any
penalties.
Lew made the amendment to his score on the second hole and instead of twelve he was quite
happy to take an eight.
Even Dowski can make an incorrect ruling occasionally which indicates again that it is always a
good policy to carry a Rule Book in your bag so it can be used as a reference to check a rule
before signing your scorecard.

happy Lew

Dowski

Rope Barriers (Movable Obstructions)

We have all noticed the nice new rope barriers around the course which have replaced the old
hoops. The Local Rules identify these rope barriers as Movable Obstructions and they are placed
around greens and other areas in the General Area to protect the course, and as stated in the
local rules they :“Are to be treated as Movable Obstructions” and relief MAY be taken as per Rule 15.2a.
It is important to remember is that if you do move a Rope Barrier to play a shot you MUST replace
it back to its original position before you leave the area.
To help you with the Local Rules, particularly if you keep your score on the App. take a photo on
your phone of the Local Rules that are printed on the reverse of the scorecard or from the Local
Rules sheet posted in the window of the “Starter’s Office”.

Pick the Player Competition
Pick the Player Competition
For the next instalment of some fun there is a photo of a current member or staff member below
from days gone past. If you know who it is email your answer to the Club Manager at
manager@vinesgolfclub.com.au for the chance to win $20 in your house card.
The Rules:
1. If there are more than one correct answer received a random draw will be done for the
winner from all of the correct entries.
2. If there are no correct answers the person in the photo will win the $20 (so they should not
identify themselves if they want to win!)
3. No correspondence will be entered into after the win as the judges will have final decision.
The Photo:

SPONSORS DAY…Wednesday19th May, 2021
Thank You to …. A. R. M. SECURITY SERVICES

SPONSORS DAY…Wednesday16th June, 2021
Thank You to …. Pump Technology Services

SOCIAL EVENTS…Richard Frost…Chair of Social Committee

Hello members, coming up we have the Texas Hold’em Poker Night Saturday 28th August.
This a new innovation from your social committee. We now have over 50 people who have told us
that they will be coming to pit their poker skills, against the rest of the field, for what is shaping
up to be a very good CASH FIRST PRIZE. So if you can play poker & think that you are good
enough to take it out, come on down & show us how good a maverick you are.

The night will be Run by Ace Nights & will take about 3 to 3 ½ hours to find the winner.
Hope to see you here.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

If you see or meet any of our new members then please
introduce yourself and make them feel welcome.
Richard Gabb
Lynton Strange
Luke Leyson
Geoff Huggard

David Hall
Owen Holland
Steve Cathie
Nathan Magill

Nils Wartemann
Luke Hunyadi
Michael Humphries

The Caddy

(from Garry Merrick)
St. Andrews & The Old Course Hotel.
We arrived at St. Andrews, the home of golf and The Old Course Hotel. It has been an epic
journey over the past six weeks and it was going to end as only Pedro can. After fielding so many
questions as to what caused his facial injuries, Pedro was bored with the cabbage story and as we
were at the home of golf he decided to answer the inquiries with “I gave my player a bad yardage
during the Open”. He thought that appropriate given where we were. I was horrified and asked
was he trying to get me arrested, little did I know there was going to be an arrest and it wasn’t
going to be me. But we’ll get to that a little later.
We had booked a round at The Old Course for Tuesday and duly proceeded to the starter’s hut,
upon producing my PGA card I was treated like royalty and the starter insisted on providing me
with the best caddy available. Pedro wasn’t fussed but did make a remark about not wanting to
get clobbered again anyway and was happy to wander the ancient fairways with us. It was an
amazing experience to play St. Andrews and one I thoroughly enjoyed. Even though we were only
playing a social round there were still dozens of people watching all the golfers and when we
reached the final green I was astounded to hear the remark of one casual observer. I had played
pretty well and had a fifteen footer on the last for 69. As I was lining up the putt I heard someone
say “he’s got this for 69”. How on earth he knew that is a mystery, but I guess that’s St. Andrews.
I did hole that putt to polite applause and a “well done”. My day with caddy Tom was complete
and I asked what I owed him, he said four pounds. I told him I’m not giving you four pounds and
offered him ten which he refused saying the fee is four. He finally accepted the ten pounds but
only after I told him it was ten or nothing. Who knew it would be so hard to give money to a
Scotsman.
So, golf over, we naturally headed for the bar in The Old Course Hotel. It’s a great venue on the
second floor and overlooking the course. Eddie, the barman, kept the ales coming and Pedro kept
the other guests amused with his story about his still vivid facial injuries, thankfully he had
reverted to the cabbage yarn. We met one particular gent at the bar and he asked if I was playing
the next day. We hadn’t made a booking so he invited me to join him for a round and suggested
we play for ten pounds. I was reluctant to play a total stranger for money so he offered to give
me a stroke start for a round of drinks. This I accepted as no harm could be done. The next day I
played with this gent, won my drink 9 & 8 and thoroughly enjoyed his company. After completing
the round I was amazed to see him writing out a cheque and handing it to Pedro. Apparently
Pedro had told this gent that he was lucky I didn’t take the ten pound wager so he offered the
same bet to Pedro which he accepted. Further discussion led to the wager being increased to a
hundred pounds which Pedro also accepted, but he wavered when a thousand pounds was
suggested. So now Pedro has a hundred pound cheque which he naturally gave to Eddie saying
“we are drinking from this tonight”. He was in great form and at one time noticed a Scottish Pipe
Band resplendent in their kilts enter the bar, Pedro naturally offered them a drink calling out
“would you sheilas like a drink” fortunately they did and didn’t add to Pedro’s collection of bruises.
Later in the evening I overheard Eddie saying something to Pedro about thirteen pounds. Pedro
wasn’t happy to think he had only thirteen pounds left and was shattered to learn he actually
owed an additional thirteen pounds. In 1981 a hundred pounds did buy a lot of beers. Anyway,
needless to say we had a grand old time and here’s where the problems really began. That
Wednesday in 1981 was the day Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer married. The Old Course
Hotel was splendidly bedecked with all manner of adornment. Swords, shields, pieces of armour
and crests and banners of all types and central to all the display was the royal tartan of Prince
Charles. It really was an amazing scene, and I wanted a souvenir. So I…………
We’ll have to leave that for next month when I’ll tell you how Pedro and my other roomie, Peter,
ended up under house arrest.

NEW SPONSOR

SENAUSTRALIA'S LARGEST INDOOR CARAVAN SHOWROOM
64 Grand Junction Road, Kilburn, SA 5084. Phone 08 8262 2500

From Bernie………………………………………………

The numbers are thinning at the moment and some fresh blood would be great.
Please contact the office if you have some spare time to offer and what sort of things you
would like to try.

Fill Any Divots You See

Club Sponsors……………
Happy Valley

Pump Technology Services

Hub Shopping Centre

Strazdins Painting
& Decorating

